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Profile & Ambition
Paul is a committed software designer, -developer with 19 years of experience. His knowledge and interests 
are focused at the software/technical area and software/development-process area.

During his career Paul has gained a lot of experience from various domains that enable him to deliver 
quality software as efficient as possible. Paul is eager to work with new technologies such as NoSQL, Scala 
and distributed computing.

Typical patterns and methods that Paul is supporting are TDD, short-feedback loops, fast-, and frequent 
deliveries (even integrate first), pair-programming and people and software before process.

At the technical level Paul prefers a project in the web/cloud area; where software is the “key” discipline. 
In addition Paul likes to work with (and contribute to) open-source/community. Typical roles for Paul 
are frontend, backend of full-stack developer or designer.

Competences & Skills
1. Senior software engineer focusing on delivery and quality.
2. All-round engineer; backend/frontend/deployment
3. Positive/critical attitude.
4. Result-, and quality driven.
5. Capable of creating a design with buy-in from the team.
6. Technical leadership in design; hands-on software architect
7. Involvement in the process of software development

Interests
Cloud, architectures, distributed computing, NoSQL, devops and deployments, Python, field-
hockey, running, obstacle run, 
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Education & Courses

1993 – 1998 HTS – Elektrotechniek
Afstudeerrichting: Computertechniek

1999 OOAD Using UML

2010 - 2016 1-to-1 Coaching
TMC Assessment and Development

2012 Programming with C# using Microsoft .NET Framework 4
Master IT

2016 Scala
Internal project training

2016 Various aws and hadoop online training
By aws and hortonworks

2016 Presenting Yourself with Impact
TMC Internal training

Experience
Beginner Basic Advanced Expert

Roles

Software developer

Software designer

Web developer

Software architect

Operating Systems

Linux (redhat, ubuntu, ...)

Windows

Language

C / C++

C#

Python

Python Django



Java 1.7 / 1.8, Glassfish

Javascript, jquery

PHP

MySQL, sqlite, postgresql

NoSQL, es, dynamodb

Development

Microsoft Visual Studio

Eclipse

Intellij, Pycharm

xml, xsd/xslt

Crashdump tooling (postmortem)

Boost c++ libraries

C++ template/meta programming

CxxTest, Boost.Test, nunit

VTune, Boundschecker, ANTS, ...

Debugdiag, windbg

Methods

UML, Modeling

Design patterns

Refactoring, TDD

Agile, Scrum, SAFe

Configuration management

Telelogic, Continuus, CM Synergy, 

Clearcase

Subversion

Git, Github, Bitbucket, Atlassian



Project experience & Passion

2015/09 - 2016/12 Wartsila, Digital Factory

Paul has been working as a developer in a scrum team within the “digital 
factory”. Wartsila implements the scaled agile framework (SAFe).

The team is responsible for the design and implementation of a datalake. 
The data originates from sensors on Wartsila engines (in the marine and 
power-plants segments). The data lake contains next to storage also some 
compute tasks; both streaming and batch; mostly implemented using 
Spark (Scala, Java and Python).

Developed and delivered:
1. Automated deployment/upgrading of infrastructure and jobs from 

Atlassian (bamboo) to aws using Cloudformation integrated with 
boto3/troposphere.

2. Various “jobs” for distributed processing of streaming data 
(mainly using Java/Glassfish running in Glassfish container). 
Processing consists mainly of transformations and enrichments 
with the goal to create datasets to run analytics jobs. In addition 
created Spark jobs as ports from Python code from Jupyter 
sessions by data scientists.

3. A backend application to post-process output from legacy systems
into a new frontend application. Java Play Framework application 
using Ebean, Guice

4. Evaluation of a hadoop solution (HDP) deployed with Chef (zero)
to a traditional hoster.

Technical:
Aws datalake (VPC, Networking, VPN, route53, S3, EC2, beanstalk, 
lambda, rds, cloudformation, iam, kms, data pipeline, emr, kinesis, )
Spark, Jupyter, Scala
HDP
Chef
Java Play framework, Ebean, Maven, Glassfish, Akka

2014/01 - Present HelloLodge, Owner

Development of a search engine for holiday homes 
(https://www.hellolodge.net).

As owner/developer created a web-application that publishes offers from 
(professional) agencies as well as private home owners.

Offers are loaded into a Django ORM and made searchable using a 
NoSQL solution (elasticsearch).

The Django server renders a number of filters for facet navigation. These 
filters compose a query on the search backend.



The application runs on aws using ec2 and cloudfront.

The application is in production since 2016.

Technical:
Python Django (with loads of extensions).
Nginx, gunicorn, celery, postgresql, elasticsearch, less, grunt, jQuery, 
bootstrap
Deployment op Amazon AWS met Chef (Zero), Cloudfront (cdn)
Wordpress integrated.

2013/02 - 2015/09 Asml, D&E Yieldstar CD Cluster

Paul has been working as a senior software designer in the CD cluster at 
Asml / Yieldstar.

Next to the famous wafer/scanners Asml also builds metrology solutions 
based on the Yieldstar. This machine can measure structures on a wafer 
up to nm precision.

In the critical dimension (CD) cluster, Paul has been working in a +/- 8 
fte team to deliver various solutions to the cluster. The majority of the 
work is on an editor like application to build robust profiles.
In addition Paul has made a contribution to improve the development 
process and the software architecture.

Technical:
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Visual Studio
C# .Net
Clearcase, Git
Resharper
ANTS Profiler

2011/12 – 2013/12 DAN Project, Owner

Development of a new affiliate network solution based on Django. The 
idea is to create a new internet marketing solution similar to networks like
tradetracker, daisycon, … where publishers can earn commissions on 
transactions as offered by merchants.

Project stopped at December 2013, did not reach production.

Technical:
Django 1.4
Authentication, registration, generic class based views, CRUD, sitetree, 
tables2, filters, twitter bootstrap, crispy-forms, South, celery, 
nginx, uwsgi
Pip, virtualenv
Eclipse, pydev
Git



2012/03 – 2013/02 Asml, D&E EUV3300 Source

As senior software designer part of the Software Facilities team for the 
Cymer/EUV Source project.

Cymer has been a supplier of Asml (before it was acquired) for new 
generation light sources. In a joined effort the sources have been finalized
to fulfil the uptime/power requirements.

Paul has been responsible for setting up the development environment on 
Linux Centos/Redhat with subversion, eclipse, GNU make. Supporting 
cross-compiling for vxworks targets.

Designed a test environment to enable testing of VxWorks code on Linux.
Enabled automated tests from Jenkins.

Technical:
C/C++, Python
Linux Redhat, Centos
VxWorks
Eclipse
CxxTest
Subversion

2008/01 – 2015/08 Drogisterij Toppers, Owner

Created and maintained a webshop based on oscommerce (php/open 
source solution). Extended with all sort of features:

1. Template engine (view) + invulling
2. Online search engine + AJAX search suggest
3. SQL query improvement
4. SEO
5. Payment integration (iDEAL) and shipping (TNT)
6. Security
7. Integrated with affiliate network (data feed)
8. Newsletters
9. Giftwraps
10. Web performance analysis + performance enhancements
11. Backup scripting

Measured by number of visitors, customers and growth it has been a 
successful initiative.

Technical:
PHP, SQL, Javascript, CSS, Mysql
SEO, Datafeeds
XML
RewriteEngine
Eclipse, Subversion



2009/10 – 2012/02 Assembleon, Senior Software Designer

Module owner Pick Place Controller and Infra
Assembléon develops pick & place machines for the SMT market. A pick 
& place machine consists of a number of robots that pick components 
from a feeder and places it on a PCB. Assembléon distinguishes itself by 
innovative solutions within the area of process/handling, performance and
accuracy.

Assembléon implemented the Agile/Scrum method for the software 
disciplines, including daily standups and 3 week-sprints. In fact Paul was 
one of the resources that introduced Agile at Assembléon.
Paul has been working on the AX7 (iFlex) project as software designer. In
this role responsible for the design of the pick & place controller (a 
redesign). This component is a high performance controller that generates
and executes a recipe thereby instructing robot component like vision and
motion to perform specific actions.

As ‘quality minded’ designer responsible for the coding guidelines; 
upgraded to modern c++ standards and deployed to the teams.
In addition Paul has been working on improving the stability of control 
software using crash-dumps, model dumps and logging components.

Technical:
C++, Stl, Boost, Template metaprogramming
Windows XP
MSVC
Boost.Test
TICS
Telelogic CM Synergy

2007/06 – 2009/10 Assembleon, Software Developer

Development of new features for AX3/5 machine. Amongst others control
of feeders via CAN network, synchronisation of component descriptions 
with a central server and integration of a new type placement head.

Paul has also been working within the vision team to develop a new type 
of placement head.

2004/01 – 2007/06 Oce, Integrator, Software Developer

During this assignment Paul has continued development on the 
SmartImager platform.

As integrator for the Fermi project. Responsible for integration of 
functionality . Analyse/solve defects. Also Paul has developed and 
maintained a simulation environment and developed an infra-tool for 
post-mortem analysis.



As developer responsible for various features for the Cicero product; 
object persistency and N-up filter.

As developer responsible for a logging component that is used on 
Windows platform and Linux.

In addition worked on various non-functional items such as analysis of 
memory-leaks, software stability, testability and performance.

In addition responsible for a system test framework (Framework 
Automatic Testing) that enables automated tests for various products.

Technical:
C++, Stl, Boost
Windows XP
Linux Fedora
MSVC
CxxTest
TICS
Windbg
Telelogic CM Synergy

2001/06 – 2003/12 Philips ASALab, PDSL, FlatTV, HighEndTV, 
InnovationLab

Integrator, Software engineer

Within Philips ASALab the FlatTV has been developed with +/- ca. 50 
fte, during the timeframe Paul has been working here the developments 
were transferred to Phillips Bruges and the department continued as 
InnovationLab to develop high-end solutions.

Paul has been working for various projects.
As software integrator on the FlatTV 32” en 42”. An MG-R project where
components from remote-sites (Belgium, India) are integrated.
In addition worked as developer for an LCoS projection television for 
Philips Knoxville (US). InnovationLab developed the main scaler board 
for this television based on the Pixelworks PW181. The pixelworks SDK 
has been customized to customer specification.

A final project concerns development of a demonstrator for a PixelPlus 
LCD television for Philips DMTV (Singapore). This project concerns 
c/c++ software to control registers of the PixelPlus chip.
Paul has been responsible for various integrations on remote sites.

Technical:
C, RTOS
Pixelworks PW181
Koala
Telelogic CM Synergy



1999/03 – 2001/05 Oce, Software Developer, Tester

The SmartImager project consists of the software development of the 
controller of a new generation copiers equipment. The project capacity 
comprises approximately 50 FTEs. The software is developed over three 
sites and two countries (Netherlands and France). The total software 
comprises about 500K lines of code.

Paul has been working as a software engineer, responsible for 
implementation of module tests and as software integrator responsible for
delivery of software increments.

The SmartImager has been used to control various machines, OS148, 149,
Fermi DP2110, DP2090, and later the Cicero as well.
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